Academic Display
[Me] My research interest at PhD in Sociology and then MA in
Contemporary theology and since is and has been all that makes up
institutional religion as it forms today, classified and categorised with
input from sociology, social anthropology, theology and history, and
also using economics when it comes to ritual exchange and gift theory,
and not a little continental philosophy and story telling.
In other words, although I have a narrow speciality, I apply a broad
educational background, and this is what I am offering to students
including those of BA Illustration and New Media.
[trirev] So, today, in the West, a minority of people attend peculiar
inherited institutions of belief, some of which arrange themselves to
resist wider culture defensively like in traditionalisms, some that attack
culture but are not afraid to use its outer appearances, as with
conversionist evangelicalism, some of which negotiate with culture but
try to establish boundaries of distinctiveness, and those who use and
celebrate culture and are absorbed by it in how they rework the
religious message. Some institutions are more or less coalitions of
these.
So although the institutions are theological, they arrange themselves
sociologically. That's a little uncomfortable for some, but skills in the
abstract knowledge of theology might further be of use to students.
Those who push theology talk talk about truth, and truth is problematic
even for the contemporary theologian. I'll get into a little detail to make
my point.
[Paul] The New Testament, for example, is a set of narratives, and they
are history-like and biography-like. This is a line taken by some
postmodern evangelicals. They are certainly not fools, and know that
historians have a difficult time trying to make much of these sources.
Historians like primary sources, and all texts are primary sources of
something. The New Testament is (or should be) a primary source of
the Early Churches, at least those known as proto-orthodox. The
selectivity loses a lot, particularly of the Roman destroyed Jewish
Church and the later Gnostics deemed heretical. Greek culture as a
means of writing and understanding the texts is another layer to
understanding. It rather fogs up some of the original events. The
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Pauline interpretation comes first and affects everything, a person who
is, sociologically, a cultural "stranger", an in between the particular
culture of the Jesus he never met and the universalising that was
potential through Greek culture and Roman power.
What we still have, through all this cultural interplay, is the narratives.
Now these are grounded in culture, but there is a theological viewpoint
to play around with that gets us on one route to postmodernism.
All this stuff as presented so far seems so relativistic. How to make it
truth?
[Barth] It is this, for neo-Calvinists, that the God who reveals all this is
high and dry and above all culture, and you cannot provide objectivity in
this world and in this culture. All you have is the encounter in the
Biblical narrative, in that narrative itself. So there is no anchoring in this
world for anything. Ah, so religion becomes an act, a drama, and in
terms of this world, part of a postmodern bubble. It is highly conserved,
strict, but unrelated to anything outside itself. Thus we think today like
moderns with all our scientific and social scientific reasonings, but this
floats free. There is a Church version of this where the Church is
understood by its creeds as drama, and there is a specific AngloCatholic version known as Radical Orthodoxy, which is its own Platonist
bubble.
[Milbank Cupitt]
Holding these thoughts, I want to refer to my own particular tradition,
the Unitarian, and how it leads to another version of postmodernism,
but this time one that does not conserve but is open ended and
synthesised.
[Len Chamberlain] There is a delicate, careful, document-driven
research back into the origins and development of English
Presbyterianism, that involves at one time Calvinists at one end of the
religious spectrum evolving over some hundreds of years into religious
liberals at the opposite end of the spectrum. The Calvinists were
associated with the Merchants who were wealthy, but wealth decayed
their religious force. In the late eighteenth century, with the rise of free
market capitalism, there was a revival and a read-it-off-the-page biblical
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Unitarianism, of literalism and materialism (why they believed in
miracles). Then you get competition with a combination of new subjects
and German biblical criticism and a rise in romanticism.
[Martineau] That romanticism, highly liturgical and poetic, which turned
many a chapel into a decorated church, arrived at the point of saying
religious authority isn't in the book after all, but in the self. Now imagine
if you have revised collective liturgies and a complete individualism of
interpretation. What you get is a breakdown of objectivity and
subjectivity, and arguably a liberal route to postmodernism.
[Taylor] The theologian of open postmodernity is Mark C. Taylor of
Columbia University, who is also a cultural critic and has also written
about philosophy, art and architecture, media, technology, economics,
and the sciences and has delved deeply into media and new
information technologies. His Erring: A Postmodern A/Theology is a
poststructuralist approach to theology. In Britain our postmodern
theologian is Don Cupitt.
A preacher ends up telling stories that may or may not enhance
another's faith stance, their own experience of life as a personal
narrative. We might look back on our lives and see them as a film with
meaninful editing along the way, but human stories have similarity and
overlap.
[Darwin] So where is truth in all this? Charles Darwin was brought up a
Unitarian, for a time, and married another from the Wedgwood clan. In
his village where he worked, he was the eyes and ears of an absent
rector, but a later rector distrusted him and Emma for both his science
and their religion. For Darwin there was truth in natural selection, in that
it explained life itself. His view was thus beyond his wife's old style
Unitarianism and attending Anglican and sometimes evangelical
churches.
[Marwick] The late Arthur Marwick of the Open University claimed that
history is a science. It is not about historians or recreating history, but
about primary sources. He was very keen that film should be treated as
primary source material - to seek out the witting and the unwitting
testimony. He despised sociology as unsubstantiated nonsense (and
the Radical Orthodox - he'd have hated them - call it secular theology)
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and he didn't like philosophical approaches.
[Wood] For Marwick, it was about documents made for the purposes of
recording. Well, he can be accused of naivity, especially to power, but
I'd contrast him with a Michael Wood who can weave a story about
Shakespeare, about which little is actually known, or the history of the
English thanks to all sorts of evidences around Kidworth, and turn these
into the narrative of television - with him as the jeans wearing historian
being like one of his Anglo-Saxon storytellers.
[Cox] I'm not a postmodernist of everything, but am of religion because
I regard it as like one of the arts. For allthat one can say about
language, science and indeed social science does make discoveries
and findings that we would not like. Not everything is the equivalent of a
novel. If Brian Cox and company cannot find the Higgs-Boson particle,
a lot of science does need rewriting.
[Sautoy] Maths is very confident of its truth claims, but it is a symbol
system and bends at the extremes. But what interests me about maths
is that some very simple rules involving virtual numbers and repetition
can lead to the most complex of shapes, and suggests how we have
these shapes all around us in the evolved world, and all aiming for a
resting point of dispersed energy.
[Wittgenstein] So the different disciplines have their own language
games and each includes their own standards of achieving truth, or
debating where truth might be found. Isaiah Berlin didn't talk of
relativism in a postmodern sense, but a clashing of objectivities.
If we don't have objectivity, then for some we don't have recognisable
standards. But we were reminded that Lord Clark filmed his pro-Roman
Empire high art series in Paris at the same time as the student protests
were taking place. My own measure for liking or disliking art is to dislike
that which is exhausted by its own description.
[Skinner] Another measure of truth brings us to education, and it is back
to language again. What do we make of quality in education. We seem
to be stuck in a B F Skinner loop that if you can't measure it it doesn't
happen, so objectives lead to assessment which leads to statistics of
performance. It is all inputs and outputs. So much for abstraction that is
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involved with, for example, most schools of Religious Education. But
when children were shown to be learning their language faster than
copying, or inputs, B. F. Skinner had no reply. We have, it seems, the
structural ability to generate a language, to acquire rules of grammar.
For some, the key to structure isn't anything so complex as prime
numbers but the binary - what is is defined by what it is not. That is
structuralism. And structuralism is a universal - from the head with
language to numbers to institutions.
[Bordieu] So it doesn't matter what language you speak, but it obeys
language rules. And there is something else in symbolism that suggests
universalism. In religion you make a material effort in setting up and
exchange, you carry out the exchange, and there is a spiritual gift that
results, with a binding of the people together. Religio means binding. It
doesn't matter what the ritual is, so long as it has these rules. And it is
like two people talking, that it becomes a conversation, or two people
buying and selling to maximise utility and make a profit, or two people
having sex and making love. There is something extra thanks to
exchange.
All this structuralism leads to classification and institutions reproducing
themselves accordingly, though Pierra Bordieu stressed the importance
of the human agent and not just the functionalism (or equilibrium) of
institutions.
[Derrida] However, the poststructualists will tell you that each of the
most fundamental structural difference, the binary opposite, is infected
by its opposite, so there is no pure basis of truth in such difference, only
transient difference. And it is not clear that exchange operations bind
people together or create profit or spiritual gifts. Baudrillard will tell us
that all such meaning breaks down into something like a haze of
advertising and flashy images here today and gone today.
[Me] So how is this relevant to illustration and new media students? It is
relevant because it touches on some of the theories they ought to
grapple. My speciality reminds me just how much we engage with
cultural construction, that all we all look back over our lives and edit
personal biographies into their own montages. The best summary book
I have for social science theories is in a geography book, once that
didn't descend into mathematics.
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So I have a speciality but can draw on my broad based education for
surveying the field, which is why my website has a broad and extensive
Learning area, and then I paint and draw, take photographs, and edit
music together for a prepared disk jockey equipment approach to music
provision at my church, including using music composing software as
needed in the preparation. Oh and I paint and draw. [Collings]
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